Based on the performance of the candidates in the Oration Test held on 19th December, 2016 for
the post of Junior Parliamentary Interpreter (Marathi), the following candidates who have
obtained the minimum qualifying percentage of marks in the Oration Test prescribed for their
respective categories (i.e. UR- 50%, OBC- 45%, ST-40% ) have qualified for the next stage of
recruitment process for the post i.e. Written Test:

SL.
Reg. No.
No

Roll Number

1

167991

1112002173

2

103090

1112002110

3

189579

1112002697

4

183266

1112002473

5

226070

1112002101

Candidate's Name

Father's Name

BHARAT SURESH JADHAV
SURESH EKNATH JADHAV
SANJAY RAJENDRA
RAJENDRA SHESERAO
BHUTTAPALLE
BHUTTAPALLE
NANDU MADHAVRAO
MADHAVRAO GANPATI DADHEL
DADHEL
LAXMAN MOTIRAM
MOTIRAM GANGARAM
PUTTHEWAD
PUTTHEWAD
SANGAMESHWAR ANNARAO
ANNARAO SWAMINATH TAMBULE
TAMBULE

Category
OBC
ST
SC
ST
GEN

NOTE: Since no vacancy for the post is reserved for the Scheduled Caste (SC) category, the candidates belonging
to SC category, in order to qualify, are required to secure minimum qualifying percentage of marks prescribed
for the Unreserved (UR) category.

Candidates are being admitted to the examination based on the declaration given by them in their
applications as to their eligibility. The mere fact that an Admit Card has been issued to the candidate and
he/she has been allowed to appear in an Examination/ Skill Test/ Interview, etc. does not mean that
his/her candidature has been finally cleared by the Secretariat or that entries made by the candidate in
his/ her application have been accepted by the Secretariat as true and correct or he/she has been found
eligible for the post applied for. Candidate should satisfy himself/herself regarding possession of the
required qualifications, age etc. as stipulated for the post he/she has applied for before appearing in the
Examination.
Admit cards and Schedule of Written Test shall be made available on the website of Rajya Sabha in due
course. Candidates are advised to regularly visit the webpage of Recruitment Cell on the website of Rajya
Sabha (http://rajyasabha.nic.in).
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